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ABSTRACT

Chorea-acanthocytosis and McLeod syndrome are the core diseases among the group of rare neurodegenerative disorders
called neuroacanthocytosis syndrome (NAS). NAS patients have irregularly spiky erythrocytes, so-called acanthocytes. Their
detection is a crucial but error-prone parameter in the diagnosis of NAS, often leading to misdiagnosis. Based on the standard
Westergren method, we show that the acanthocyte sedimentation rate (ASR) with a two-hour read-out is significantly prolonged
in Chorea-acanthocytosis and McLeod syndrome without overlap compared to the erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) of
controls. Thus, the ASR/ESR is a clear, robust and easily obtained diagnostic marker. Mechanistically, through modern colloidal
physics, we show that acanthocyte aggregation and plasma fibrinogen levels slow down the sedimentation. This study is also a
hallmark of the physical view of the erythrocyte sedimentation by describing anticoagulated blood in stasis as a percolating gel,
allowing the application of colloidal physics theory.

1 Introduction1

Neuroacanthocytosis syndromes (NASs) are a group of rare2

genetic neurodegenerative diseases, the two core disorders3

being chorea-acanthocytosis (ChAc, OMIM #200150) and4

McLeod syndrome (MLS, OMIM #300842)1–7. While both5

diseases are characterized by neurological symptoms such6

as hyper- and hypokinesia, epileptic seizures and cognitive7

impairment, ChAc usually manifests much earlier in life (in8

the twenties) than MLS (usually after 40 years of age). The9

mean life expectancy after diagnosis has been reported to10

be approximately 11 years for ChAc and 21 years for MLS,11

leading to premature death in most cases8. The courses of12

the diseases are heterogeneous, usually slowly progressive13

and often result in severe disability, while treatment options14

remain purely symptomatic so far9. Diagnosis is confirmed 15

by genetic testing (VPS13A gene in ChAc, XK gene in MLS) 16

and chorein in Western blot (ChAc) or immunohematological 17

assessment (MLS)5, although the initial detection often relies 18

on blood smears10. One of the common features of NAS is the 19

presence of acanthocytes among erythrocytes4–6. Acantho- 20

cytes are deformed erythrocytes whose irregular membrane 21

presents disordered, asymmetric spikes. 22

For many of these rare diseases, diagnosis is challenging, 23

and misdiagnosis is frequent, which additionally increases the 24

patients’ burden of disease. One of the reasons for delayed 25

diagnosis is related to the difficult detection of acanthocytes 26

in classical blood smears and routine laboratory testing: sen- 27

sitive detection requires special isotonically diluted blood 28
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samples10, the number of acanthocytes varies among the pa-29

tients, and their similarity to echinocytes often makes them30

hard to identify6. Therefore, it would be desirable to have an31

easier and more reliable initial diagnostic biomarker.32

Here, we proposed the erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR)33

as a convenient, inexpensive and objective parameter that34

allows routine and systematic tests to be used to diagnose NAS.35

At the same time, we investigated the physical cause of the36

change in the acanthocyte sedimentation rate (ASR). In doing37

so, we devised a novel physical view of the sedimentation38

process based on colloidal physics that is in good agreement39

with the experimental data.40

2 Results41

Significance of the ESR in Neuroacanthocytosis42

Syndrome Patients43

Time-resolved measurements of the ESR following the stan-44

dard Westergren method were performed on 6 ChAc patients,45

3 MLS patients and 8 healthy controls. The major hematologi-46

cal data as well as the neurological phenotypes of the individu-47

als are given in Table 1. An image of the sedimentation tubes,48

the time curves of representative ASR/ESR measurements,49

the statistical presentation of patient-based data at selected50

time points and the overview of all measurements at selected51

time points are summarized in Fig. 1A-D, respectively.52

Although the number of patients was limited, at 30 min, the53

difference in ESR was significantly lower for MLS patients54

than for controls (p = 0.028). At 1 h, we found a significant55

difference between both ChAc patients (p = 0.022) and MLS56

patients (p = 0.017) and healthy controls. After 2 h, the p-57

value decreased to 0.006 for ChAc patients and to 0.005 for58

MLS patients relative to the healthy controls (Fig. 1C).59

However, a clear systematic difference between the whole60

range of measurements is only reached after 2 h. A sedimen-61

tation height of 10 mm can be regarded as a threshold (green62

dashed line in Fig. 1D), i.e. only if the sedimentation phase63

is less than 10 mm within 2h, ESR indicates ChAc and MLS.64

These results are sex independent (cp. Supplemental Fig. 1A).65

Comparison of the Acanthocyte Percentage with66

the ESR67

To date the diagnosis of NAS has involved the detection of68

acanthocytes. Consequently, here blood smears were prepared69

based on the protocol from Storch et al.10 and later stained70

according to the Pappenheim method (see Supplemental Data).71

An example is presented in Fig. 2A. The manual count of72

cell shapes is prone to be subjective, biased and inaccurate73

and therefore reproducible with only limited reliability, as74

outlined in Supplemental Fig. 2. For a better assessment,75

we fixed fresh cells in 0.1% glutaraldehyde and performed76

confocal imaging of z-stacks to 3D render the erythrocytes.77

See Supplemental Data for detailed protocol. Figure 2B shows78

a number of representative acanthocytes in 3D, which were79

used for further analysis.80

We observed that the ESR tends to decrease when the frac- 81

tion of acanthocytes increases. To relate the ESR to the num- 82

ber of acanthocytes, the inverse of the ESR at 2 h is plotted 83

as a function of the number of acanthocytes (Fig. 2C). In a 84

more general approach, we plotted the inverse of the ESR 85

at 2 h against the number of all deformed cells (echinocytes, 86

acanthocytes and others; Fig. 2D). The analysis revealed a 87

significant correlation for both parameters (R2 coefficient of 88

0.61 and 0.59, respectively). Consistent with this finding, 89

the p-value decreased from 0.037 (acanthocytes) to 0.011 (all 90

deformed cells). 91

Explanations for Differences in the ESR 92

Because there was no significant difference in the ASR be- 93

tween ChAc and MLS patients (Fig. 1), we do not discrimi- 94

nate between ChAc and MLS patients for further statistical 95

comparisons. Therefore, we subsume them into one NAS 96

group. 97

The reasons for the differences in the ESR are varied and 98

can depend on the erythrocytes, the blood plasma or the 99

erythrocytes-plasma volume relation (i.e. the hematocrit or 100

erythrocyte volume fraction φ ). The last reason can be ex- 101

cluded since there was no significant difference in the hema- 102

tocrit between the groups (cp. Table 1 and Supplemental 103

Fig. 1B). The primary physical parameters such as the den- 104

sity of the individual erythrocytes, represented by the mean 105

cellular hemoglobin concentration (MCHC), as well as the 106

constitution of the plasma can also be part of the explanation. 107

However, the MCHC indicates a higher density of erythro- 108

cytes in the NAS patients (Supplemental Fig. 3C), a feature 109

that would favor faster sedimentation and therefore rules it 110

out as an explanation. In contrast, the total plasma protein 111

analysis (Supplemental Fig. 4A), as a representative of the 112

plasma content, indicates a lower protein concentration and 113

therefore a first hint for a plasma contribution to the ESR 114

change. In the following sections, we present a more detailed 115

view of the influence of both blood components, erythrocytes 116

and plasma. 117

Role of Erythrocytes in Sedimentation 118

The sedimentation of erythrocytes in blood plasma has been 119

proposed, but was never established, to obey a so-called gel 120

sedimentation regime11, 12. Gel sedimentation is efficiently 121

represented by several equations established for colloidal sys- 122

tems13–16. In particular, gel sedimentation can exhibit a de- 123

layed collapse17, 18. Here, we apply the gel sedimentation 124

model for sedimenting erythrocytes. This means that erythro- 125

cytes first experience only little sedimentation. Then, after 126

a characteristic time on the order of a few minutes, some 127

”cracks” or ”channels” form within the aggregated structure 128

of the erythrocytes, as suggested by a previous study11. We 129

also observed this behavior in our samples (see Supplemen- 130

tal Fig. 5). It is worthwhile to notice that, due to volume 131

conservation, the sedimentation of the erythocytes implies 132

an upward flow of the plasma. The channel structures then 133

enhance this upward flow of liquid. Here, we will apply for 134
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Figure 1. Comparison of the ESR between neuroacanthocytosis patients and healthy controls. A: ESR measurement
setup: standard Westergren tubes are filled with full blood and left to rest. The sedimentation height is measured over time. The
picture was taken after 2 h. The first two tubes contain blood from an MLS patient (MLS-3), and the last two tubes contain
blood from a healthy control donor. B: Representative time traces of the sedimentation height for the different conditions. C:
Statistics on sedimentation height after typical times for healthy controls, ChAc patients and MLS patients. The bar height
represents the average value, and the error bar depicts the range of individual values. Stars indicate the significance levels
(Brown-Forsythe and Welch ANOVA test): n.s., not significant (p-value>0.05); * p<0.05; and ** p<0.01. N refers to the
number of patients. D: Span of all individual sedimentation height measurements (each blood sample was measured at least in
duplicate, and the blood of some patients was measured at different time points). After 2 h, a ∆h of 10 mm could be regarded as
a threshold to differentiate the ChAc and MLS conditions. n refers to the number of individual measurements.
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Figure 2. Relation of acanthocyte counts to ESR. A: A representative stained blood smear of a ChAc patient. B:
Representative 3D-rendered acanthocytes from the freshly fixed blood of a ChAc patient. C: Plot of the number of acanthocytes
vs. the inverse of the ESR at 2 h and the corresponding correlation analysis. D: Plot of the number of all deformed erythrocytes
(echinocytes, acanthocytes and other unspecified cell shapes) vs. the inverse of the ESR at 2 h and the corresponding
correlation analysis. Panels C and D contain measurements from 9 patients (cp. Table 1), where 1 patient was measured twice
(independent blood sampling on different days). Since none of the controls presented with acanthocytes, they are summarized
in one data point with their average ESR. The plotted line represents the linear regression. The analysis reveals a significant
correlation for both parameters (panels C and D, R2 coefficient of 0.61 and 0.59, respectively).
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Table 1 : Overview of the patients and controls

subjects sex age range (y)
hematocrit

(%)
hemoglobin

(g/dl)
RBC number

(1012/l)
main clinical

characteristics

ChAc-1 male 50-55 43 15.1 4.67
Parkinsonim, dystonia, dysarthria,
peripheral neuropathy,depression

ChAc-2 female 50-55 40 13.8 4.21
Epilepsy,parkinsonism dystonia,

dysarthria, peripheral neuropathy,
cognitive impairment

ChAc-3 male 50-55 40 14.2 4.15
Epilepsy, Parkinsonism, dystonia,
dysarthria, dysphagia, peripheral
neuropathy, cognitive impairment

ChAc-4 male 30-35 46 16.2 5.40

Drug resistant epilepsy,
mild chorea, tics, cognitive

impairment, peripheral neuropathy,
myopathy

ChAc-5 male 25-30 43 15.7 4.91

Drug resistant epilepsy,
mild chorea, tics, cognitive

impairment, irritability, anxiety,
depression, psychosis

ChAc-6 male 40-45 41 15.2 4.96

Epilepsy, feeding dystonia,
orofacial dyskinesia, chorea,

peripheral neuropathy, myopathy,
impulse control disorder

MLS-1 male 55-60 43 16.0 4.82 Myopathy

MLS-2 male 50-55 42 15.3 4.67
Epilepsy, peripheral neuropathy,

myopathy
MLS-3 male 50-55 45 16.2 5.17 Neuropathy,myopathy
female controls
(average, N=4) 64±10 38.5±2.6 12.6±1.3 4.36±0.19 —

male controls
(average, N=4) 38±11 43.4±2.1 15.5±0.8 5.17±0.1 —

the first time some quantitative scaling based on these observa-135

tions. Indeed, the maximal sedimentation speed vM following136

volume conservation and Darcy’s law15 can be approximated137

as:138

vM =
k0∆ρgφ0

η

2hc

χ
, (1)

where k0 is the permeability of the aggregated erythrocyte139

structure, ∆ρ is the density difference between the erythro-140

cytes and the suspending liquid, φ0 is the initial hematocrit,141

η is the liquid viscosity, hc is the height of the channel, and142

χ is the characteristic radius of the zone where this channel143

influences the liquid flow15. Note that the permeability of144

the aggregated erythrocyte structure k0 is proportional to the145

characteristic area of the holes within the cross-section 〈H〉 of146

aggregated erythrocytes: k0 ∝ 〈H〉13. Therefore, the maximal147

sedimentation speed is also proportional to 〈H〉:148

vM ∝ 〈H〉. (2)

To estimate the hole size, we allowed the erythrocytes to 149

settle in a microscope chamber such that the final hematocrit 150

on the coverslip layer was close to the physiological value of 151

45% (Fig. 3A,B). This, when observing the chamber from 152

the bottom, allows a two-dimensional analysis of the hole 153

size H based on microscopy images as outlined in Fig. 3C-E. 154

The quantitative difference in average hole diameter (defined 155

as the square root of the average hole area) is exemplified 156

for one healthy control and one NAS patient by a probability 157

density distribution (Fig. 3E). Statistical analysis of the hole 158

diameters is given in Fig. 3F, revealing a larger hole size for 159

the blood of healthy donors. One can also note that the total 160

area covered by the erythrocytes is different between healthy 161

controls and NAS patients (e.g., in Fig. 3A-D, the total area 162

of the holes is 8.5 104 µm2 under control conditions but 6.2 163

104 µm2 for the patients). This is caused by the projection 164

area of the cells despite the absolute hematocrit being equal 165

between the groups. Under control conditions, almost all cells 166

form rouleaux and hence contribute to a side projection, while 167

acanthocytes and echinocytes have a larger projection area. 168

To better understand the effect of acanthocyte shape on 169
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Figure 3. Characteristics of
sedimenting erythrocyte
aggregates in autologous
plasma. A, B: Sedimented layer
of erythrocytes in plasma for a
control subject and a patient, on
the bottom of a microscopy
chamber after 2 h. Pictures are
taken from the bottom of the well.
A: healthy control donor and B:
patient (MLS-3). The volume
fraction (hematocrit) in the
microscope slide well (inner
diameter 5 mm, height 1.5 mm)
was initially 0.33% to reach a
volume fraction close to 45% at
the bottom of the well after
sedimentation. C, D: Same
pictures as previously, but with the
holes detected in the percolating
network of erythrocytes
highlighted with random colors.
The 50 µm scale is valid for panels
A to D. E: Example of distributions
of the square root of the hole areas,
or hole diameter, shown as
complementary cumulative density
functions. The linear curve reflects
an exponential distribution with
the mean hole diameter as a single
scale parameter. This scale
parameter was estimated by the
maximum likelihood method. F:
Statistical comparison of the scale
parameters for control and NAS
erythrocytes in autologous plasma.
The scale parameters are normally
distributed among each population,
and a t-test between the two
populations indicates a significant
difference (p = 0.005). G:
Simulation snapshot of healthy
conditions with 100% discoid
erythrocytes shown in black color
similar to experimental images. H:
Simulated aggregate of a mixture
of 80% normal erythrocytes (black
area) and 20% acanthocytes (gray
color) by area fraction. The scale
bar is valid for panels G and H. I:
Complementary cumulative
density function of the square root
of the hole areas from the
simulations of healthy erythrocytes
and erythrocyte-acanthocyte
mixture exemplified in G and H.
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the properties of sedimented aggregates (e.g., hole size), we170

performed a number of two-dimensional simulations with dif-171

ferent compositions of healthy erythrocytes and acanthocytes;172

see example snapshots in Fig. 3G,H (and see Supplemental173

Data for simulation details). Figure 3I shows the correspond-174

ing cumulative density functions of hole diameter (defined175

as the square root of the hole area), which compare favor-176

ably to the experimental data in Fig. 3E. The simulations177

reveal that acanthocyte shape and rigidity effectively reduce178

aggregation interactions, as they cannot maximize locally ag-179

gregated membrane areas between cells, which is achieved by180

cell deformation in healthy erythrocytes. A lower effective181

aggregation between cells leads to smaller hole sizes, which182

we confirmed directly by reducing the aggregation strength in183

the suspension of healthy cells.184

To further assess the role of erythrocytes in the reduced sed-185

imentation rate and exclude the influence of individual plasma186

properties, sedimentation experiments with washed erythro-187

cytes suspended in dextran (70 kDa) diluted in phosphate188

buffered saline (PBS) were performed. A dextran concentra-189

tion of 55 mg/ml, which mimics erythrocyte aggregation in190

blood samples of healthy controls, was empirically selected191

(Fig. 4A,D). The aggregates formed in sedimented layers of192

erythrocytes in dextran solution (Fig. 4A,B) indeed looked193

very similar to the aggregates in autologous plasma (compare194

with Fig. 3A,B). The hole size ratio Hcontrol/HNAS in the dex-195

tran solution was also very similar to that in plasma solution196

(Fig. 4C).197

For further comparison, the maximum sedimentation speed198

vM was measured for each ESR test. Under the assumption199

of a fixed hematocrit of 45%, only the parameters k0 and ∆ρ ,200

related to the properties of erythrocytes, can imply a differ-201

ence in sedimentation speed. Standard blood parameters, i.e.202

hemoglobin concentration (Table 1, Supplemental Fig. 3A)203

and complete red blood cell count parameters, i.e. number204

of erythrocytes (Table 1, Supplemental Fig. 3B) and mean205

cell volume (MCV; Supplemental Fig. 3D) did not show any206

significant difference that could decrease the ESR of NAS pa-207

tients through ∆ρ . However, MCHC (Supplemental Fig. 3C)208

was slightly increased in the NAS patients but, as previously209

mentioned, would then increase the ESR and therefore cannot210

explain the differences. Thus, different cases can be compared211

by scaling the observed maximum sedimentation speed with212

the hole size; see Eq. 2. If we denote patients with a subscript213

NAS and the healthy controls with C, then we obtain214

vC

vNAS
=
〈HC〉
〈HNAS〉

⇒ vC =
〈HC〉
〈HNAS〉

vNAS. (3)

The vM of control (vC) and NAS blood (vNAS) as well as the215

corresponding erythrocyte-dextran mixtures are shown in Fig.216

4D (gray and orange columns, respectively). Additionally,217

the sedimentation speed was scaled according to Eq. 3. This218

scaling is plotted in Fig. 4D (green columns), along with219

the error bars corresponding to the standard deviation of the220

scaled speed measurements. The scaling makes the velocities 221

comparable and indicates that the difference in the aggregate 222

geometry as characterized by hole area accounts for the ob- 223

served difference in sedimentation velocity when erythrocytes 224

are suspended in a dextran-based medium. However, the scal- 225

ing is not sufficient to explain the velocity ratio when the 226

sedimentation is measured in autologous plasma, as shown in 227

Fig. 1. This indicates that the aggregate geometry accounts 228

for some fraction of the ASR slowdown, while the remain- 229

ing fraction must correspond to other contributions, such as 230

patient plasma composition. 231

Role of Plasma in the Sedimentation 232

As mentioned above, the total protein content likely con- 233

tributes to the reduced ASR (Supplemental Fig. 4A). There- 234

fore, we further analyzed plasma constituents, such as fibrino- 235

gen (Fig. 5A), albumin (Supplemental Fig. 4B), C-reactive 236

protein (CRP, Supplemental Fig. 4C) and immunoglobulin G 237

(IgG, Supplemental Fig. 4D). Since the last three did not show 238

significant differences between NAS patients and healthy con- 239

trols, we focused on fibrinogen, which was on average 23% 240

lower in the patients (p = 0.004). 241

To investigate the role of plasma in the increase in the 242

ESR, we performed experiments in which the erythrocytes and 243

plasma of patients were swapped with those of a healthy con- 244

trol with a matching blood group. We observed that healthy 245

erythrocytes suspended in patient plasma sediment signifi- 246

cantly faster than NAS erythrocytes in healthy plasma (which 247

confirms the importance of erythrocyte properties). However, 248

patient erythrocytes also sediment in healthy plasma signif- 249

icantly faster than in patient plasma, which is a clear sign 250

that NAS plasma also slows sedimentation. Representative 251

time traces are shown in Supplemental Fig. 6. A statistical 252

presentation is given in Fig. 5B. 253

Previous reports have shown that an increase in fibrinogen 254

concentration is related to an increased sedimentation speed 255

and that fibrinogen has a larger impact on ESR than other pro- 256

teins19, 20. In particular, fibrinogen increases the interaction 257

energy between erythrocytes21. To test whether this differ- 258

ence in interaction energy also occurs in NAS patients, we 259

measured the aggregation forces between erythrocytes. To 260

this end, we performed experiments using holographic optical 261

tweezers, as shown in Fig. 5C. As depicted in Fig. 5D, the ag- 262

gregation forces of erythrocytes from acanthocytosis patients 263

in autologous plasma were significantly lower (p = 0.0005) 264

than those from healthy controls. 265

The details of the physical mechanisms leading to delayed 266

collapse due to the appearance of cracks in weakly aggregated 267

colloids are still under investigation11, 12, 16, 22–25. However, 268

recent studies highlighted that the aggregation energy can 269

modify the sedimentation speed in this regime, as well as the 270

time of onset22–25. Therefore, the difference in plasma fibrino- 271

gen concentration is likely to explain the further difference 272

in sedimentation speed between NAS patients and healthy 273

controls. 274
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Figure 4. Characteristics of sedimenting erythrocyte aggregates in various suspension media. A,B: Sedimented layer of
erythrocytes in 55 mg/ml dextran from A: a healthy control donor and B: an NAS patient. The characteristic area of the holes in
the network is visibly smaller in the network of NAS patient’s erythrocytes. As the replacement medium, we used 70 kDa
dextran diluted in PBS to a final mass concentration of 55 mg/ml. C: Measured ratio of mean hole size for the suspension
media (autologous plasma and dextran diluted in PBS with a mass concentration of 55 mg/ml). The dextran concentration was
empirically chosen in order to achieve a sedimentation speed as close as possible to the rate obtained in the plasma of the
healthy samples. D: Characteristic (maximal) erythrocyte sedimentation velocities, with scaling based on aggregate geometries.
The bars indicate the values of the characteristic erythrocyte sedimentation velocities. For each suspension medium, the patient
scaling was obtained by multiplying the characteristic speed of each patient’s erythrocytes by the ratio of the characteristic hole
areas, as justified by Eq. 3. While the scaled velocity in autologous plasma is significantly smaller than the characteristic speed
of the control erythrocytes, the scaling lies within the same range when the autologous plasma is replaced by a dextran-based
medium. n.s., not significant (p>0.05); * p<0.05.
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Figure 5. Measurements related to the role of plasma in sedimentation. A: Comparison of fibrinogen concentration. A
significant difference consistent with the aggregation force difference is observed. B: Comparison of sedimentation velocities
of control samples, NAS patient samples and samples with erythrocytes and plasma exchanged. C 1: Schematic of the forces
acting on the erythrocytes trapped in optical tweezers. C 2: Microphotographs of the protocol for the measurement of the
aggregating force. The purple circles show the location of external optical traps. From left to right: After being selected,
erythorcytes were lifted 15 µm from the microscope slide by 4 optical traps, one for each erythrocyte extremity. The optical
traps have known trapping forces. The erythrocytes are then brought into contact. At equilibrium, the two inner traps are
removed. The optical force holding the cells is stepwise decreased, and the overlap distance tends to increase in the same
manner. Finally, spontaneous aggregation overcomes the optical forces, and the erythrocytes escape the trap. The trapping
force at which the cells aggregate is considered to be the aggregation force. D: Comparison of aggregation force. A significant
difference between patients and controls was observed. n.s., not significant (p>0.05); ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001; and ****
p<0.0001.
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3 Discussion and Conclusions275

We herein not only present a decreased ESR in NAS but also276

conceptualize the biophysical reasons for this observation277

and highlight that measurement of the ESR needs to be im-278

plemented in routine clinical tests. Our measurements show279

that a decreased ESR can be used as an efficient biomarker280

to test for ChAc and MLS. For a sedimentation time of 2 h,281

we could (with our test tubes) determine a clear diagnostic282

threshold of 10 mm. In the context of a clinical workflow,283

the ESR (manually or automatedly determined) is a robust284

and cost-efficient parameter that could easily complement the285

error-prone acanthocyte count. Mutations can still be con-286

firmed by molecular biology methods to differentiate among287

NASs (cp. Supplemental Data). Since the ESR also depends288

on the geometry of the tubes26, 27, systems other than those289

used here may need their own standardization.290

Conventionally, ESR is used to detect general inflammation,291

which is indicated by an increased ESR28, 29; however, there292

is no conflicting overlap because the change is in the opposite293

direction in NAS. We would have liked to test whether the294

ASR correlates to the severity of the disease, but there is no295

validated index or score for NAS severity available. Similar296

to the acanthocyte count, ASR cannot discriminate between297

ChAc and MLS. Furthermore, we cannot make a statement298

about other NASs (such as pantothenate kinase-associated299

neurodegeneration (PKAN)), but we suppose a prolongation300

of the ESR also occurs in blood samples of patients with other301

diseases showing an increased number of acanthocytes.302

The number of patients in our study may seem low (6303

ChAc and 3 MLS patients), but given the ultrararity of these304

diseases—the estimated prevalence is less than 1 to 5 per 106
305

inhabitants each5—the number of participants can well be306

regarded as acceptable. In particular, this holds true because307

with such a low number of patients, we were able to obtain sig-308

nificant results. Recent studies have identified promising drug309

targets, such as Lyn kinase, as a potential disease-modifying310

therapy for ChAc5. Considering the rarity and high variability311

of the natural history of the disease, there is an urgent need312

for a robust biomarker to achieve clinical trial readiness. The313

ASR might represent an ideal biomarker candidate in this314

context.315

We have shown that both erythrocytes properties and blood316

plasma composition of NAS patients influence the ASR. Both317

components reduce the sedimentation speed, i.e. they are ad-318

ditive and provide a clear cut-off to differentiate from healthy319

individuals. This is to some extent surprising since the ESR is320

a measure that integrates numerous parameters, and its initial321

intended use as a parameter for reporting inflammation has322

lost importance to a certain degree within the last decades30
323

due to a lack of specificity.324

Furthermore, we discussed physical mechanisms related to325

the erythrocyte and plasma properties that determine the ESR.326

Historical reports describe an altered aggregation behavior of327

acanthocytes31 and the influence of erythrocyte shape on the328

ESR32. Here, we applied the principles of colloidal physics329

to describe sedimenting erythrocytes in a quantitative man- 330

ner. Thus, we clearly show that the geometric properties of 331

erythrocyte aggregates influence the porosity of sedimenting 332

aggregates, which has a direct impact on the sedimentation 333

velocity. Furthermore, a modeling approach provides evi- 334

dence that the shapes of the erythrocytes (acanthocytes and 335

echinocytes) and their rigidity are the primary cause for the 336

differences in aggregate geometry. Regarding the plasma 337

composition, we highlighted a difference in fibrinogen con- 338

centration, which modifies the interaction energy between 339

erythrocytes. While the detailed influence of this energy on 340

the sedimentation process is still under active discussion, it is 341

clearly a key feature in the sedimentation process. 342

Future investigations are required for the clinical explo- 343

ration of the ASR in a broader context of acanthocyte-related 344

diseases and its longitudinal value in individual patients and a 345

deeper physical understanding of erythrocyte sedimentation. 346

The clinical application comprises a broader test for neurode- 347

generative diseases as well as the verification of the ASR as 348

a biomarker for NAS treatments as proposed above. For the 349

mechanistic understanding of the process of erythrocyte sed- 350

imentation based on colloidal physics, we have provided an 351

initial concept that also requires further research. 352

4 Materials and Methods 353

Patients and Blood Sampling 354

Blood samples were collected from six ChAc and three MLS 355

patients. Patients were being treated at the neurologic de- 356

partments of Technische Universität Dresden and the Univer- 357

sity Hospital of the Ludwig-Maximilian-Universität Munich. 358

Blood sample collection was approved by the ’Ärztekammer 359

des Saarlandes’, ethics votum 51/18, and performed after in- 360

formed consent was obtained according to the declaration of 361

Helsinki. The diagnosis of ChAc and MLS was based on 362

the clinical phenotype and was confirmed by detection of the 363

VPS13A mutation and/or absence of the erythrocyte mem- 364

brane chorein via Western blot (ChAc) or the detection of XK 365

mutations (MLS)33. 366

Blood was taken in the morning during routine patient visits 367

and immediately transported to Saarland University in Hom- 368

burg and Saarbrücken for further analysis, which started 6 to 8 369

h after withdrawal. Because transportation can have a tremen- 370

dous effect on blood parameters34, samples from relatives (if 371

available) or the investigators were taken as transportation 372

controls (in total, eight different individuals). This practice 373

excluded patients and controls matched in terms of sex, age or 374

weight. Furthermore, three patients came directly to Saarland 375

University, which allowed the investigation of fresh samples. 376

However, concerning the ASR, there was no significant ef- 377

fect between fresh and transported samples, as outlined in 378

Supplemental Fig. 7. 379

Measurements of the ESR 380

ESR/ASR measurements were performed in standard West- 381

ergren tubes (Dispette original, REF GS1500) with 200 mm 382
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height EDTA-blood. Color pictures of the tubes were auto-383

matically taken every minute for up to 50 h with a Canon EOS384

500D camera to cover the whole range of sedimentation in385

every case. For each tube, a custom written MATLAB algo-386

rithm extracted the position of the interface at the top of the387

concentrated erythrocyte suspension with an accuracy of at388

least 0.1 mm. Since the displacement of the interface between389

two successive frames was close to the picture resolution,390

instantaneous sedimentation velocities were extracted from391

least squares fitting of the data points with cubic splines with392

8 free interior knots, as allowed by the SLM (Shape Language393

Modeling) package35.394

Further detailed measurement techniques are described in395

the Supplemental Data.396
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Supplemental Data564

Blood Smear Preparation and Evaluation565

Blood smears were prepared as described by Storch et al.566

200510. Whole EDTA-blood was suspended in a 1:1 ratio in567

a 0.9% sodium chloride solution containing 5 IU/ml heparin568

and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Then, a drop of569

this solution was smeared onto a glass coverslip by using a570

second coverslip. Dried smears were stained according to571

the Pappenheim method. First, they were placed in May-572

Grünwald solution for 3-4 min and then washed with distilled573

water. This was followed by staining with Giemsa solution574

for 20 min followed by another washing step with distilled575

water. Images were visualized with an Olympus microscope576

(BX60, Olympus, Japan) with a 40× Plan Fluor Objective577

and 2× postmagnification and recorded with a CCD camera578

(DP73, Olympus, Japan). At least 400 cells were counted by579

visual inspection and classified into stomatocytes, discocytes,580

echinocytes, acanthocytes and ’other’ cell shapes.581

Laboratory Parameters and Erythrocyte Prepara-582

tion583

When required, erythrocytes were washed by centrifugation584

(3000 rcf for 7 min). The supernatant was then removed and585

replaced by PBS before redispensing the erythrocytes. This586

process was repeated three times. During the last iteration,587

the PBS was replaced by an adequate preparation (e.g., dex-588

tran diluted in PBS). Complete erythrocyte count and plasma589

parameters were measured by standard methods in the Clin-590

ical Chemistry Laboratory of Saarland University Hospital591

(Homburg, Germany).592

Widefield Microscopy593

Microscopic pictures were taken using an inverted microscope594

in transmission mode with a bright field and a blue filter to595

enhance erythrocyte contrast with the background. A 20×596

objective was used to send pictures to a CCD camera. Samples597

were made by filling 30 µl well slides from Ibidi (µ-Slide 18598

Well, Catalog no 81826, inner diameter 5 mm, interior height599

1.5 mm) with a hematocrit of 0.33%. The suspending liquid600

was either plasma from a control subject or a patient or a601

preparation of dextran in PBS. The volume fraction of 0.33%602

was determined empirically to reach the percolation threshold,603

i.e., the smallest concentration that could produce percolating604

aggregates of erythrocytes on the lower side of the well when605

erythrocytes have sedimented. The final volume fraction at606

the bottom of the well after sedimentation is close to 45 %.607

Pictures of an area of 610×480 µm2 of the sedimented layer608

were recorded and then analyzed through a custom written609

MATLAB algorithm.610

Two-dimensional Simulations611

Two-dimensional simulations were employed to study612

changes in the hole areas of aggregated mixtures of healthy613

erythrocytes and acanthocytes. Both healthy cells and acan-614

thocytes were modeled as ring-like bead-spring chains, each615

consisting of 50 vertices, with a discocyte and star-like (having 616

six rounded corners) shape, respectively. Even though the dis- 617

cocyte and star shapes have different areas, they have the same 618

circumference, so that the aggregation interaction between 619

cells did not depend on cell type. The total potential energy of 620

the bead-spring chain model consists of three parts36. The first 621

part is elastic energy, represented by nonlinear springs that 622

connect neighboring vertices into a ring-like configuration. 623

The second part accounts for the cellular bending resistance 624

between two neighboring springs, with a bending modulus 625

set to 50kBT . Finally, the last contribution corresponds to an 626

area constraint, which forces the discocyte shape of healthy 627

erythrocytes with a fixed circumference. Note that acantho- 628

cytes are modeled as rigid bodies in simulations, as they have 629

shown no significant deformation in previous experiments37. 630

The simulations were performed in a domain of size 631

300× 300 µm2 with periodic boundary conditions in both 632

directions. Langevin dynamics with constant temperature 633

were employed for time integration of the simulated system. 634

Aggregation interactions between cells were modeled by the 635

Lennard-Jones potential, U(r) = 4ε((σ/r)12− (σ/r)6) for 636

r < rcut with σ = 0.3 µm and rcut = 0.72 µm. The strength of 637

the potential, ε , was selected from the range of 1.5−2.5kBT 638

for different simulations to reflect aggregation variability in 639

experiments. The total hematocrit φ was set to 50%. Two 640

sets of simulations were performed, including one with only 641

healthy erythrocytes and one with a mixture of 80% healthy 642

cells and 20% acanthocytes (NAS case) by area fraction. Each 643

set consisted of 11 simulations with different parameter val- 644

ues. Note that since the area of an acanthocyte is larger than 645

that of a healthy cell, the total number of cells in the NAS 646

case is smaller than that in the healthy case. 647

Measurement of Aggregation Forces 648

The aggregation forces between erythrocytes were mea- 649

sured through holographic optical tweezers as previously de- 650

scribed38. This is a versatile technique for measuring forces 651

in the piconewton (pN) range and allows force measurement 652

at a single-cell level. A single infrared beam Nd:YAG laser 653

(1064 nm, 3 W, Ventus 1064, Laser Quantum, UK) is reflected 654

by a parallel aligned nematic liquid crystal spatial light mod- 655

ulator (PAL-SLM, PPM X8267-15, Hamamatsu Photonics, 656

Japan) and focused with a large numerical aperture oil immer- 657

sion objective (60×, Nikon, Japan) in an inverted microscope 658

(Nikon, TE 2000, Japan). The real-time manipulation of op- 659

tical traps was made possible by imaging the sample with a 660

CMOS camera (ORCA Flash 4.0 V3, Hamamatsu, Japan) and 661

using a MATLAB routine to compute the phase. The optical 662

force holding cells can be tweaked by varying the initial laser 663

power. Measurements were carried out following the protocol 664

depicted in Fig. 5C. For each measurement, two erythrocytes 665

with a discocytic shape were manually selected. Each erythro- 666

cyte was held by two optical traps placed at their extremity. 667

The lower erythrocyte was brought into contact with the up- 668

per erythrocyte by changing the vertical position of the traps 669
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holding the erythrocyte in steps of 1 µm/s. The overlapping670

contact length between the erythrocytes was initially set to671

4.5 µm for all the measurements. The aggregation force corre-672

sponds to the force that is insufficient to counterbalance the673

spontaneous aggregation forces between the two erythrocytes.674

The same protocol was repeated to measure at least 7 pairs675

of cells in both the pathological and healthy samples. Optical676

tweezers were calibrated, and forces were determined based677

on Stokes’ law as in39.678

Statistical Analysis679

Statistical analysis was performed in Prism8 (GraphPad Soft-680

ware, USA). All data sets were checked for normality of the681

distribution by the Shapiro-Wilk test. The ESR for controls,682

ChAc and MLS patients was evaluated by the Brown-Forsythe683

and Welch ANOVA tests. Further significance between two684

conditions was then performed by an unpaired t-test, except if685

otherwise stated in the figure legend. Significance p-values are686

abbreviated as n.s. (not significant) for p>0.05, * for p<0.05,687

** for p<0.01, *** for p<0.001 and **** for p<0.0001. Cor-688

relation analysis was performed by simple linear regression,689

and the p-value provides the slope difference from zero.690

Confocal Microscopy and 3D Rendering691

Approximately 5 µl of blood was placed into 1 ml of 0.1%692

glutaraldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) solution in PBS to fix693

cells in the shape in which they occur in the circulation40.694

Erythrocytes (5 µl in 1 ml PBS) were stained with 5 µl of695

CellMaskTM Deep Red plasma membrane stain (0.5 mg/ml;696

Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) for 24 h at room tempera-697

ture. Then, the cells were washed 3 times by centrifugation698

at 4000 rcf for 5 min (Eppendorf Micro Centrifuge 5415 C,699

Brinkmann Instruments, USA) in 1 ml of PBS solution. Af-700

ter washing, the cells were resuspended in PBS and finally701

placed on a glass slide for confocal microscopy. Each la-702

beled sample was placed between two glass slides for imaging703

(VWR rectangular coverglass, 24×60 mm2) by employing704

a piezo stepper for a 20 µm z-range. Confocal image genera-705

tion was performed with a spinning disk-based confocal head706

(CSU-W1, Yokogawa Electric Corporation, Japan). Image707

sequences were acquired with a digital camera (Orca-Flash708

4.0, Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan). A custom written MAT-709

LAB routine was used to crop single cells from each image710

and perform 3D reconstruction to enable visualization of the711

3D shape of the cell. Each single-cell 3D image contained 68712

individual planes with an extent of 100 by 100 pixels and a713

lateral (x/y) resolution of 0.11 µm/pixel. The piezo stepper714

had a minimal step width of 0.3 µm, defining the z-resolution.715

To compensate for the difference in resolution in the x/y and716

z-directions, we modified the z-scale by means of linear in-717

terpolation. Thus, the obtained z-stack had dimensions of718

100×100×185 voxels. The image stacks were then passed719

to a custom written ImageJ script. By applying a fixed thresh-720

old for every image, the script binarized the confocal z-stack721

to retrieve the cell membrane as an isosurface.722
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Supplemental Figure 1. Sex-specific comparisons. A:
Sex-specific comparison of the ESR after 2 h. In the control
group, males and females are equally distributed, while in the
patient group, the higher prevalence of the disease in males is
reflected by the presence of only one female ChAc patient.
We did not detect any significant sex-based difference
between the controls and patients. B: Comparison of
hematocrit. Since gender differences in the hematocrit are
known, we compared this parameter separately for males and
females between control and NAS blood samples. We did not
find significant differences between healthy controls and
NAS patients either in the gender-specific comparison as
outlined here or when male and female subjects were pooled.
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Supplemental Figure 2. Analysis of blood smears. The
blood smear from patient ChAc-5 was analyzed by two
skilled staff members familiar with erythrocyte shapes. They
were blinded to the intended comparison when they
performed the counts. Approximately 1000 erythrocytes were
counted by each analyzer. While the number of discocytes
was consistent, the number of echinocytes, acanthocytes and
other erythrocyte shapes (including stomatocytes and other
cell shapes of known or unknown categories) varied
tremendously. These differences reflect the uncertainty of
acanthocyte counting based on blood smears.
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Supplemental Figure 3. Comparison of red blood cells properties. A: Comparison of the hemoglobin concentration. For
the hemoglobin (Hb) concentration, there was no significant difference between healthy controls and NAS patients. B:
Comparison of the number of erythrocytes. For the number of erythrocytes (RBCs) per volume, there was no significant
difference between healthy controls and NAS patients. C: Comparison of the mean cellular hemoglobin concentration. The
mean cellular hemoglobin concentration (MCHC) was significantly increased in NAS patients. This is surprising since there
were no differences in hematocrit (Supplemental Figure 1B), hemoglobin (panel A), number of erythrocytes (panel B) or mean
cellular volume (panel D). The difference cannot be explained by the unequal gender distribution in the two groups. D:
Comparison of the mean erythrocyte volume. For the mean cellular volume (MCV) of erythrocytes, there was no significant
difference between healthy controls and NAS patients.
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Supplemental Figure 4. Comparison of plasma parameters. A: Comparison of total plasma protein. The total plasma
protein was reduced in NAS patients (p = 0.023), providing an initial hint for the contribution of blood plasma to the reduced
ESR. B: Comparison of albumin concentration. For the albumin concentration, there was no significant difference between
healthy controls and NAS patients. C: Comparison of the C-reactive protein concentration. For the C-reactive protein (CRP)
concentration, there was no significant difference between healthy controls and NAS patients. D: Comparison of the
immunoglobulin G concentration. For the immunoglobulin G (IgG) concentration, there is no significant difference between
healthy controls and NAS patients.
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Supplemental Figure 5. Channels that appear in
sedimenting blood. The cell glass is approximately 100 µm
thick, which makes the cracks visible to the naked eye. The
square panel is a magnified view of the squared area in the
rectangular picture. These channels are characteristic of the
transient gel sedimentation regime of colloidal suspensions.
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Supplemental Figure 6. Example of time traces obtained
by switching control and patient plasma. Erythrocytes
from a control subject sediments slower in patient plasma.
Erythrocytes from patient MLS-2 patient sediment faster in
control plasma.
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Supplemental Figure 7. Comparison of fresh and
delayed observations. A: Comparison of ESR time traces -
fresh blood vs. 6 h after withdrawal. Blood samples from one
healthy control and patient ChAc-5 were measured
immediately after blood withdrawal and 6 h later. The
delayed curves are almost indistinguishable from the fresh
measurements.B: Comparison of the ESR after 2 h - fresh
measurements vs. approximately 6 h of transportation. A
subpopulation of the patients traveled to our laboratory in
Saarbrücken to allow blood draws for immediate
measurement. For the other patients, blood was collected at
their local hospitals. We detected no difference in the ESR
between fresh and transported blood for either the healthy
controls or the NAS patients.
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